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Studies of visual search performance with shaded stimuli, in which the target is rotated by 180- relative to the distracters,
typically demonstrate more efﬁcient performance in stimuli with vertical compared to horizontal shading gradients. In
addition, performance is usually better for vertically shaded stimuli with top-light (seen as convex) distracters compared to
those with bottom-light (seen as concave) distracters. These ﬁndings have been cited as evidence for the use of the prior
assumptions of overhead lighting and convexity in the interpretation of shaded stimuli and suggest that these priors affect
preattentive processing. Here we attempt to modify these priors by providing observers with visual–haptic training in an
environment inconsistent with their priors. Observers’ performance was measured in a visual search task and a shape
judgment task before and after training. Following training, we found a reduced asymmetry between visual search
performance with convex and concave distracters, suggesting a modiﬁcation of the convexity prior. However, although
evidence of a change in the light-from-above prior was found in the shape judgment task, no change was found in the visual
search task. We conclude that experience can modify the convexity prior at a preattentive stage in processing; however, our
training did not modify the light-from-above prior that is measured via visual search.
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Introduction
The shading information in a scene is inherently
ambiguous. However, shading often produces a compel-
ling perception of 3D shape because our visual system
employs prior knowledge or assumptions about the
statistical regularities in the environment to interpret the
2D information. Evidence suggests that observers assume
a single light source (Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992;
Ramachandran, 1988) that is positioned roughly overhead
(Adams, Graf, & Ernst, 2004; Brewster, 1862; Kleffner &
Ramachandran, 1992; Mamassian & Goutcher, 2001;
Ramachandran, 1988) to recover shape from shading.
Such assumptions are consistent with the majority of our
experience in naturally and artificially lit scenes. In
addition, it has been proposed that observers use an
assumption of convexity, in alignment with the predom-
inance of convex, over concave, objects in the world
(Langer & Bu¨lthoff, 2001; Sun & Perona, 1997). Exper-
imental studies into the processing of shading information
have used both shape judgment tasks (Adams et al., 2004;
Chaco´n, 2004; Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992;
Mamassian & Goutcher, 2001; Ramachandran, 1988)
and visual search tasks (Aks & Enns, 1992; Chaco´n,
2004; Enns & Rensink, 1990; Kleffner & Ramachandran,
1992; Sun & Perona, 1996, 1997, 1998). The use of
shaded stimuli in visual search tasks is particularly
interesting; performance in these tasks suggests that 3D
shape can act as a preattentive feature, a controversial
claim given that these features are traditionally considered
to be based on 2D image properties rather than those of
the 3D scene (Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992).
The study of visual search performance using shaded
objects (such as those shown in Figure 1A) has generated
two robust findings. Firstly, observers’ search performance
is substantially more efficient for stimuli with vertical
rather than horizontal shading gradients. For vertical
gradients, search is faster (Kleffner & Ramachandran,
1992; Sun & Perona, 1998) and independent of set size
(Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992). From shape judgment
tasks, we know that perceived depth is reduced and more
ambiguous for disks with horizontal shading (Adams et al.,
2004; Ramachandran, 1988). Kleffner and Ramachandran
(1992) therefore argue that the difference between search
performance in the horizontal and vertical conditions
demonstrates that target detection is not based on differ-
ences in luminance polarity per se but rather on 3D shape,
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reconstructed in accordance with the light-from-above
prior. In other words, depth perception is impaired with
horizontal gradients and this makes target detection more
difficult. Recently, Adams (2007) showed that the stimulus
orientation (or lighting direction) for optimal visual search
varies substantially across individuals. However, these
individual variations are coupled with variations in shape
perception, i.e., observers that see the most unambiguous
3D shape in objects illuminated from the top-left and
bottom-right, also perform best in visual search displays
illuminated from those directions. This strongly suggests,
again, that visual search is closely related to perceived
shape.
The second reliable finding to emerge from visual
search studies is that within vertical (or near-vertical)
gradient stimuli, performance is significantly better for
targets which are dark at the top among top-light
distracters compared to stimuli with the opposite arrange-
ment (Chaco´n, 2004; Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992;
Sun & Perona, 1998). In other words, a concave target
amongst convex distracters is more easily detected than a
convex target amongst concave distracters. Enns and
Rensink (1990) reported a similar asymmetry with cube
stimuli (although inverting a cube target relative to its
distracters generally affects perceived reflectance, rather
than shape). This search asymmetry is usually explained
in terms of more efficient processing of distracters that
conform to the assumptions or preferences for convex,
top-lit objects (e.g., Sun & Perona, 1997). Enns and
Rensink also propose that search is based on shape (or
associated reflectance) but suggest that pop-out corre-
sponds to deviation from the light-from-above direction,
and thus concave targets are easier to detect. In contrast,
Chaco´n (2004) proposed that the asymmetry is due to the
difference in perceived contrast of stimuli shaded in the
two directions, presumably as a result of the reduced
perceived depth in concave stimuli.
In summary, visual search behavior observed with
shaded stimuli has led many researchers to suggest that
the preattentive features driving pop-out may include not
only 2D image properties but also perceived 3D shape
and/or the associated perceived surface reflectance. This
proposal would further suggest that the priors for light-
from-above and convexity that guide the interpretation of
shading information are incorporated in early, preattentive
visual processing.
In the present study, we aimed to modify observers’
priors for light-from-above and convexity by providing
visual–haptic training in an environment inconsistent
with these prior assumptions. We then investigated the
effect of this training on subsequent visual search
behavior. During training, our observers interacted,
using both visual and haptic (touch) information, with
an environment in which the average lighting direction
was shifted by T27.5- relative to the observer’s
original light-prior. In addition, convex and concave
objects were equally prevalent in the trained environ-
ment. Adams et al. (2004) previously demonstrated that
the light-from-above prior can be modified by visual–
haptic training. In that study, training affected subsequent
shape perception of the trained stimuli, but also general-
ized to affect the perceived reflectance of novel stimuli.
Here we investigate whether trained changes in shape
perception will be mirrored by changes in visual search
behavior. Such a finding would have two implications;
firstly, that perceived 3D shape (derived using prior
assumptions) is the preattentive feature driving visual
search with shaded stimuli, and secondly, that visual–
haptic training can modify priors at an early preattentive
stage of processing.
Figure 1. Examples of stimuli used in (A) the visual search task and (B) the shape judgment task.




Twelve naı¨ve observers completed the experiment. All
were undergraduate students and had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision. Ethical approval was gained for this
study from the University of Southampton ethics commit-
tee and all observers gave informed consent.
Apparatus
Visual stimuli were generated and displayed using
OpenGL. The stimuli were presented on a CRT monitor
(30.5 40.5 cm), viewed via a mirror as shown in Figure 2.
The observer’s line of sight was orthogonal to the screen.
Haptic stimuli were generated using the GHOST software
and presented using a PHANToM force feedback device,
which was attached to the observer’s forefinger. The
observer’s head was kept stationary using a bite bar and
he/she wore an eye-patch over one eye to eliminate
binocular depth cues. The experiment was conducted in
a darkened room.
Stimuli
The visual stimuli were shaded circular disks that were
consistent with convex or concave squashed hemispheres
illuminated by a single light source. The objects had a
diameter of 2.7-, at the viewing distance of 48 cm. The
orientation of the shading gradient (or direction of the
light source) was varied.
The haptic stimuli were smooth convex or concave
surfaces, of the same dimensions as the visual disks,
protruding from or indented into a smooth surface. Thus,
during visual–haptic training, the observers’ perception
was of viewing a surface with perturbations while running
their finger over that surface. A small matt black visual
dot indicated finger position.
Procedure
This experiment used three different tasks; a shape
judgment task, a visual search task, and a haptic training
task. Observers completed blocks of the shape judgment
task and the visual search task before and after haptic
training. Observers were allocated to one of two haptic
training conditions; those trained with a positive light
direction shift (six observers) and those trained with a
negative shift (six observers).
Shape judgment task
In the shape judgment task, visual stimuli were
presented without haptic feedback. Four objects were
displayed 2.8- from a central fixation cross as shown in
Figure 1B. One or two of the objects, selected at random,
was rotated by 180- relative to the other objects. Halfway
through the 1200-ms presentation, a red star appeared
indicating which object’s shape should be judged (the
target). Observers then responded either “IN” or “OUT”
by pressing virtual buttons with the PHANToM.
In the pre-training shape task, 48 evenly spaced shading
gradient orientations were presented. Within a block, each
orientation was repeated 4 times. Target position and
orientation were randomly interleaved. Observers com-
pleted three blocks of 192 trials. The first block served as
a practice block and was discarded. The proportion of
“convex” responses, as a function of orientation, was fit
with two cumulative Gaussians (see Equation A1), each
centered at a 50% point. These 50% points represent the
gradient orientations with maximum concave/convex
ambiguity; the orientations of the perceptual transitions
from convex to concave and vice versa, henceforth termed
“transition orientations.” The observer’s light-prior was
taken as the average of the two transition orientations. The
mean pre-training light-prior was 4.5- to the left of
vertical, consistent with previous reports of a bias towards
to the left (Mamassian & Goutcher, 2001; Sun & Perona,
1998); however, there was substantial deviation in light-
prior across observers (A = 7.0-), a result that is also
consistent with previous findings (Adams, 2007). The
pre-training transition orientations were used to determine
the orientations used in subsequent tasks, as described
below.
The effect of visual–haptic training is to shift the transition
orientations in the trained direction (see Figure 3A and
Adams et al., 2004) and it is around these orientations that
we expected the greatest change in performance following
Figure 2. Apparatus. Observers viewed the visual stimuli on a
CRT via a mirror; haptic presentation was via a PHANToM force-
feedback device.
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training. Therefore, to limit the total number of trials, yet
accurately assess the impact of training on shape and visual
search judgments, we selected a limited range of orienta-
tions around these transition orientations to measure pre-
and post-training visual search behavior and post-training
shape perception. In the post-training shape task, 36
orientations were presented, either j45- to +75- or j75-
to +45- relative to the pre-training transition orientations
for the positive and negative training conditions, respec-
tively (i.e., a range of 45- either side of the pre-training and
maximum expected post-training transition orientation
(pre-training T30-)). The estimated light-prior direction
and the light-prior + 180- were also presented. Within a
block, each orientation was repeated 4 times, once at
each of the 4 locations. Observers completed three blocks
(432 trials in total) in alternation with two post-training
visual search blocks. Data were analyzed as previously
described to obtain the post-training transition orientations.
Visual search task
In the visual search task, visual stimuli were presented
without haptic feedback. The stimulus consisted of an
array of 16 objects arranged as an inner ring of 6 objects
with radius 3.4- and an outer ring of 10 objects with
radius 6.8- (see Figure 1A). Position on the ring was
slightly jittered. On half of the trials, one of the objects
(the target) was rotated by 180- relative to the other
objects. The stimulus was displayed until the observer
made a response. The observer’s task was to indicate
whether an odd-one-out was present or not as quickly and
as accurately as possible. Responses were made by
pressing the left or right mouse button.
Sixteen shading gradient orientations were presented for
the visual search task consisting of seven evenly spaced
orientations ranging from j7.5 to +37.5- or j37.5 to
+7.5- relative to the two pre-training transition orienta-
tions in the positive and negative shift conditions
respectively, plus the estimated light-prior and the light-
prior + 180-. As for the post-training shape judgment task,
this range was selected so as to concentrate on the
orientations of most interest, i.e., those around the
transition orientations. For each orientation, 16 “target-
present” and 16 “target-absent” trials were presented with
orientation and target position randomized, making 512
trials per block. Pre-training, observers completed two
consecutive blocks, lasting approximately 30 min in total.
Post-training, observers completed two blocks, presented
in alternation with the three post-training shape judgment
blocks. Pre- and post-training visual search data were
analyzed separately. For each orientation, data were
combined and a “perf” value (Santhi & Reeves, 2004)
Figure 3. (A and B) Proportion convex judgments as a function of shading gradient orientation, in the shape judgment task. (A) Data
shown are for one typical observer, in the positive shift training condition, before (red stars) and after (blue circles) training. The lines show
the Gaussian ﬁts to the data and the two arrows represent the directions of the pre- and post-training light-priors extracted from the ﬁts. An
orientation of 0- corresponds to stimuli light at the top. (B) Average ﬁt across observers before (red solid) and after (blue dashed) training.
All orientations were normalized to the mean baseline prior and data from the positive training condition has been reversed to allow
pooling across conditions. (NB: Data could not be directly averaged across observers as different orientations were presented to
each observer.) The red arrow shows the average baseline light-prior and the blue arrow shows the average light-prior following training.
(C) Consistency of shape judgments measured before (red stripes) and after (blue solid) training, at the pre- and post-training transition
orientations and at the pre-training light-prior and light-prior + 180-, averaged across twelve observers. Error bars represent T1 standard
error across observers.
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was obtained where perf = dV2 / (RTcorrect j RTmotor).
RTcorrect is the mean reaction time of correct responses,
RTmotor is the estimated motor component of the reaction
time, and dV represents d-prime. As the perf measure
combines both reaction time and error rate, it provides a
more complete description of performance.
From the pre- and post-training visual search data, two
measures were obtained for each observer. Firstly, the perf
values at the transition orientations were calculated.
(Transition orientations were determined by observers’
pre- and post-shape task data. Perf values at the post-
training transition orientations were obtained by interpo-
lation from adjacent search orientations.) Secondly, the
size of the convex/concave asymmetry was calculated for
each observer as: log(perf at light-prior / perf at light-prior +
180-), where a value of 0 indicates no asymmetry.
Haptic training task
Stimuli for the visual–haptic training consisted of a
visual stimulus of 4 objects, identical to those used in the
shape judgment task. In addition, a haptic surface was
presented, with convex bumps and concave dimples of the
same dimensions as the visual stimulus. Importantly,
however, these visual–haptic scenes were consistent with
a range of light-source positions whose mean was shifted
by either T27.5- (for positive or negative shift conditions)
relative to the baseline light-prior for each observer
(measured in the shape judgment task). Therefore, visual
stimuli whose orientations were up to +27.5- or j27.5-
(for positive and negative shift conditions) from the
transition orientations now had haptically defined curva-
ture opposite to their pre-judged shape; stimuli previously
judged as convex on more than 50% of the trials now felt
concave and vice versa.
On each training trial, observers viewed and explored
the four objects haptically for at least 5 seconds. After
pressing a button to indicate that they had finished
exploring, a single test object, which was identical to
one of the previous four objects, was presented centrally
for 1200 ms. Based solely on its visual appearance
(without haptics), observers judged this object as “IN” or
“OUT”, via a PHANToM button press, and subsequently
touched the object to gain feedback regarding its haptic
shape. The same 16 orientations were used as in the visual
search task. Each orientation was repeated 4 times, with
target position and orientation being randomly inter-
leaved, making 64 trials per block. Observers each
completed 4 blocks of training, which lasted roughly
1 hour.
Throughout the experiment, the observers were given
regular breaks. However, only after completing the
initial 30-min session (baseline shape judgment task)
were they allowed to leave the lab. The rest of the
experiment was completed in a second session lasting
2–2.5 hours, during which observers did not leave the
lab or turn lights on.
Results
Figure 3A shows the proportion of convex judgments in
the shape judgment task, as a function of shading gradient
orientation for one typical observer, before (red stars) and
after (blue circles) training. Figure 3B shows the average
of the Gaussian fits to all individual observers’ data. The
fits accounted for nearly all of the variance in the data
(mean R2 = 0.985, A = 0.01). As expected, before training
observers see top-light objects as convex. The difference
between the two arrows demonstrates the shift, following
training, of the range of orientations predominantly
perceived as convex. The mean shift in measured light-
prior across observers was 10.0- (A = 6.8-) in the direction
of training and this was highly significantly different from
zero (t11 = 5.09, p G 0.001). The mean shifts for the two
separate training conditions were 6.1- (A = 8.2-) and
j12.9- (A = 3.9-) in the positive and negative conditions,
respectively.
The change in performance following training can also
be measured by the change in consistency of judgments
made at the orientations of greatest ambiguity (the
transition orientations) measured before and after training,
as shown in Figure 3C. We define consistency as the
proportion of convex or concave judgments, whichever is
greater than 50%. At the pre-training transition orienta-
tions, we expected consistency to improve following
training as observers received feedback that these shading
orientations were either consistently convex or consis-
tently concave. In contrast, we expected that stimuli that
were ambiguous post-training (the post-training transition
orientations) would previously have been perceived more
consistently as either convex or concave. We expected
this reduction in consistency because training stimuli
presented a conflict between visual and haptic perception
at these orientations. At the light-prior and the light-prior
+ 180-, we expected very little change in consistency as
haptic feedback was always consistent with the original
visual percept at these stimulus orientations. Figure 3C
shows the consistency of shape judgments in pre- and
post-training performance at (i) the pre-training transition
orientations, (ii) the post-training transition orientations,
(iii) the pre-training light-prior, and (iv) the pre-training
light-prior + 180-. Our predictions were confirmed; at the
pre-training transition orientations consistency improved
and at the post-training transition orientations consistency
was reduced. The difference between the changes was
significant (t11 = 4.29, p G 0.01). This result again shows
an effect of visual–haptic training on shape perception
and, in particular, demonstrates large changes in shape
perception around the transition orientations.
Results from the visual search task are summarized in
Figure 4. Figure 4A shows visual search performance,
averaged across observers, as a function of shading
gradient orientation. As noted in the methods section, the
range of orientations used in this task was selected
specifically to assess the change in performance at the
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transition orientations and was therefore not optimal for
fitting individual observers’ data. However, a fit to the
average group data is shown to illustrate key results. The fit
consists of a combination of two sine waves plus a constant
(see Equation A2). Figure 4A clearly demonstrates that the
best performance was achieved when the shading gradient
was roughly vertical with top-light (convex) distracters (i.e.,
around 0-). The pre-training data show a large convex/
concave asymmetry (2 = 0.45); performance with convex
distracters (around 0-) is far better than with concave
distracters (around 180-), a result that is consistent with
previous reports of a strong asymmetry in this task
(Chaco´n, 2004; Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992; Sun &
Perona, 1998). The post-training data show a significantly
reduced convex/concave asymmetry (2 = 0.18; t11 = 2.7,
p G 0.05). Vertical gradients (around 0 and 180-) produced
better performance than roughly horizontal gradients, a
result that is also consistent with previous findings
(Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992; Sun & Perona, 1998).
As can be seen from Figure 4A, the reduction in
asymmetry is not due to a generalized practice effect at
all orientations except 0-; there is very little change in
performance at any orientation except 180-. This suggests
a significant improvement specifically in the processing of
the concave distracter/convex target stimuli.
Figure 4B shows the perf scores measured before and
after training at the pre- and post-training transition
orientations and at the orientations of the pre-training
light-prior and the light-prior + 180-. If, as proposed,
visual search performance is modulated by, or driven by
shape perception, then we would expect a pattern of
results similar to the shape judgment data (Figure 3C): an
improvement at the pre-training transition orientations and
a deterioration at the post-training transition orientations.
However, we also expected a general improvement in
performance due to practice; therefore, our prediction was
of a greater improvement at the pre-training transition
orientations than the post-training transition orientations.
Figure 4B demonstrates that there was very little change
in performance at either pre- or post-training transition
orientations and no greater improvement at the pre-
compared to the post-training orientations (t11 = 0.06,
p = 0.95). The four right-most bars of the figure also
clearly illustrate the previously discussed reduction in
convex/concave asymmetry following training, by com-
parison of performance at the light-prior and light-prior +
180- orientations.
Discussion
Our data demonstrate that visual–haptic training had
a large effect on the pre-training convex/concave
asymmetry in visual search performance with vertical
shading gradients. Before training, concave targets were
detected more efficiently than convex targets. However,
after training this asymmetry was virtually eliminated. In
contrast, although training had a significant effect on
shape perception around the transition orientations, there
was no effect on visual search performance around these
Figure 4. (A) Visual search performance as a function of shading gradient orientation, averaged across twelve observers, before (red
stars) and after training (blue circles). Orientations were normalized to the average baseline light-prior from the shape task and data from
observers trained with a positive shift have been reversed. A stimulus at 0- consisted of top-light (convex) distracters and a top-dark
(concave) target. Due to the wide variation across observers in mean and variance of perf scores, individual observers’ perf values for the
pre- and post-training blocks at each orientation were converted to z-scores, calculated across the two blocks, before group averaging.
The lines show the ﬁt to the group data before (red solid) and after (blue dashed) training. (B) Perf z-scores measured before (red stripes)
and after training (blue solid), at the pre- and post-training transition orientations, at the pre-training light-prior and at the pre-training light-
prior + 180-, averaged across twelve observers. Error bars represent T1 standard error across observers. The horizontal line at z = 0
shows the average performance across orientations.
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orientations. In other words, the shift in light-prior that
was observed in the shape judgment task was not mirrored
in the visual search performance.
To ensure that the null result found in the visual search
task was not due to a lack of power, a second experiment
was conducted. In Experiment 2, we presented a large
number of stimulus orientations that were uniformly
sampled from the full 360- range. This enabled us to
accurately measure individual observers’ light-priors for
both tasks and gave us greater power to detect a difference




Four participants were tested; the two authors and two
naı¨ve, but experienced, psychophysical observers. All four
had previously taken part in experiments involving shape
judgments and visual search with shaded stimuli very
similar to those used in the current study.
Apparatus and stimuli
Theapparatusandstimuliwerealmost identical to thoseused
in Experiment 1. Changes were made only to the shading
gradient orientations presented in each task as detailed
below. In addition, pre- and post-training sessions were
completed on consecutive days at roughly the same time of
day, with the training blocks split between the 2 days.
Shape judgment task and visual search task
Twenty-four evenly spaced shading gradient orienta-
tions were presented. The number of repetitions and
blocks was identical to those in Experiment 1.
Haptic training task
Four repetitions of each of forty-eight evenly spaced
shading gradient orientations were presented per block.
Two blocks were completed per observer, one at the end
of the session on day 1 and the second at the beginning of
the session on day 2, each session lasted approximately
1.5 hours. As in Experiment 1, visual–haptic stimuli were
consistent with a shift in light-prior of either +27.5-
(2 observers) or j27.5- (2 observers).
Results
Each observer’s pre- and post-training shape data were
fit with a double Gaussian function (Equation A1) to
extract their light-prior. Similarly, each individual’s
visual search data were fit with a sine wave function
(Equation A2) and a light-prior extracted. The fits
Figure 5. (A) Average Gaussian ﬁts to the shape judgment data from Experiment 2. The solid lines represent proportion convex judgments
as a function of shading gradient orientation, before (red solid) and after (blue dashed) training. All orientations were normalized to the
mean baseline prior and data from the positive training condition has been reversed to allow pooling across conditions. An orientation of
0- corresponds to stimuli light at the top, with a vertical shading gradient. The red arrow shows the average baseline light-prior and the
blue arrow shows the average light-prior following training. (B) Average ﬁts to the visual search data from Experiment 2. The lines
represent perf z-scores as a function of shading gradient orientation before (red solid) and after (blue dashed) training. Orientations were
normalized to the average baseline light-prior and data from observers trained with a positive shift have been reversed. A stimulus at 0-
consisted of a top-dark (concave) target and top-light (convex) distracters. (C) Average light-prior shift following training in the two tasks
from Experiment 2. Error bars represent T1 standard error across observers.
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accounted for a very high proportion of the variance in the
data (R2: shape judgment task 2 = 0.997, A = 0.005; visual
search task 2 = 0.933, A = 0.03).
For purposes of display (not for analysis), the average
of the fits to the shape judgment data are displayed in
Figure 5A. The proportion of convex judgments is plotted as
a function of shading gradient orientation, before (red solid)
and after training (blue dashed). The arrows represent the
mean light-priors before (2 = j10.4-, A = 10.9-) and after
training (2 = j23.1-, A = 13.3-). As in Experiment 1, a
significant shift in measured light-prior followed training
(mean shift = 12.8-, t3 = 4.6, p G 0.05).
The average of the fits to the observers’ visual search
data are displayed in Figure 5B: search performance as a
function of distracter orientation is shown before (red solid)
and after training (blue dashed). The arrows represent the
mean light-priors before (2 = j15.2-, A = 15.0-) and
after training (2 = j16.6-, A = 13.4-); there was no
significant change in light-prior (mean shift = 1.4-, t3 = 0.8,
p = 0.47). Notably, in this second experiment (contrary to
Experiment 1), there is no concave/convex asymmetry
before training (2 = j0.095, A = 0.20). This is almost
certainly due to the fact that the observers in Experiment 2
had significant previous experience with these stimuli.
This will be addressed further in the General discussion.
Not surprisingly, training produced no significant change in
asymmetry (post-training 2 = j0.003, A = 0.11, t3 = 0.95,
p = 0.41).
The light-prior shifts in the two tasks induced by training
are summarized in Figure 5C. Training had a much greater
effect on the light-prior measured in the shape judgment
task than in the visual search task. A paired samples t-test
showed that this difference in shifts was significant (t3 = 3.3,
p G 0.05). Given the data from both experiments, we can
confidently conclude that the reliable shift in light-prior for
shape perception is not accompanied by analogous changes
in search performance.
General discussion
The aim of this study was to use visual–haptic training
to modify the priors that guide the perception of shape
from shading. Furthermore, we wished to investigate the
effect of modifying these priors on subsequent visual
search performance with shaded stimuli. We proposed that
changes in visual search behavior would indicate that
perceived 3D shape, rather than a 2D property of the
image, is the preattentive feature driving visual search. In
addition, it would indicate that the modification of prior
assumptions occurs at an early, preattentive stage of
processing.
With regard to the convexity prior, Experiment 1
demonstrated a significant reduction, following training,
in the asymmetry between convex and concave target
detection. Sun and Perona (1997) proposed that convex
distracters are processed faster because they are consistent
with the convexity prior. Accordingly, our observed
reduction of this asymmetry could be interpreted as an
increase in the speed of processing of concave distracters.
This finding supports the proposal that visual search is
driven by 3D shape and indicates that interaction with an
environment in which concave and convex objects were
equally prevalent led to a weakening of the convexity
prior. The experienced observers who completed Experi-
ment 2 displayed no pre-training asymmetry (and hence
no subsequent reduction in asymmetry). A reduced
convex/concave asymmetry for experienced vs. naı¨ve
observers has previously been noted by Kleffner and
Ramachandran (1992). Taking all of these results
together, it appears that prolonged exposure to these types
of stimuli (with balanced numbers of convex and concave
objects) can reduce the convexity prior underlying search
behavior. Furthermore, it may be that extended visual
exposure to these stimuli, even without haptic feedback, is
sufficient to reduce the asymmetry.
With regard to the light-from-above prior, Experiments 1
and 2 both provided evidence that visual–haptic training
significantly modified the light-prior used in the shape
judgment task, but not in the visual search task. Perhaps the
simplest explanation for this discrepancy between the tasks
would be that training did not actually modify shape
perception and that the post-training changes in shape
judgments reflected a cognitive strategy. In other words,
observers might have learnt to match particular responses to
particular visual stimuli, without any change in shape
perception. We argue against such an explanation for two
reasons: Firstly, in the shape judgment task, observers were
asked to report perceived shape. They had nomotivation to do
otherwise, and any cognitive strategy to modify responses to
stimuli only within ,10- (the size of the observed light-prior
shift) of their previous transition orientations would be quite
challenging. Secondly, Adams et al. (2004) demonstrated
that similar visual–haptic training not only influenced
subsequent performance in a shape judgment task, but also
performance in a novel reflectance judgment task, thus
ruling out explanations based on simple cognitive strategies.
We assert therefore that training modified observers’
shape perception. The subsequent absence of any change
in the light-prior measured by visual search behavior
supports proposals that visual search performance is not
based on perceived 3D shape, but rather on 2D image
properties, i.e., shading gradient orientation. However,
this interpretation is at odds with the observed reduction
in the convex-concave asymmetry. The change in asym-
metry suggests that visual search performance is based on
perceived shape and that the convexity prior has been
weakened. A 2D interpretation also conflicts with pre-
vious findings by Enns and Rensink (1990) and Kleffner
and Ramachandran (1992). Enns and Rensink compared
visual search performance with shaded 3D cube stimuli to
performance with stimuli with very similar 2D image
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properties, but no clear 3D interpretation. They found that
performance with the cube stimuli was significantly faster
than with the other stimuli and was invariant with set-size.
Similarly, Kleffner and Ramachandran found a signifi-
cantly greater dependence on set-size in visual search
performance for circular stimuli with a vertical step
change in luminance compared to stimuli with a gradual
change in luminance (similar to those used in the present
study). These findings are hard to reconcile with an
explanation of visual search performance based solely on
the 2D image property of shading orientation. In addition,
a range of studies using other depth cues, for example,
occlusion (He & Nakayama, 1992; Rauschenberger &
Yantis, 2001), perspective (Aks & Enns, 1996) and
structure from stereo and motion (Rushton, Bradshaw, &
Warren, 2007), provide further support for the notion of
preattentive features based on the 3D representation.
How to resolve the mixed results outlined above? Our
reduction in the convex/concave asymmetry after training
in Experiment 1, combined with previous data on visual
search, strongly suggests that 3D shape guides search.
However, we did not see the additional changes in search
behavior that would be predicted by our trained changes
in perceived shape associated with the shifted light-prior.
We propose a hybrid explanation involving multiple
stages of shape construction. Quantitative, explicit per-
ceptual judgments of shape rely on a fully reconstructed
3D representation. In contrast, pop-out in visual search
tasks is, by definition, driven by a preattentive representa-
tion of the image or scene. This does not, however,
necessitate that pop-out is driven by a 2D representation.
We propose that the two tasks used in this study are
performed based on different stages of shape reconstruc-
tion. Shape may initially be constructed in a “quick and
dirty” fashion and this initial preattentive, probably
unconscious, representation may drive visual search. The
light-prior measured using visual search stimuli will
therefore only reflect this first-pass crude analysis. Sub-
sequent processing may involve the refinement of the
estimated lighting direction, taking into account additional
information, such as other shape cues or recent experi-
ence, to produce an improved representation of shape used
for explicit shape judgments. We suggest that our brief
visual–haptic training did not modify the light-prior at the
preattentive stage, but affected a subsequent stage of
processing.
The proposal of the sequential processing of shape-
from-shading information is supported by recent findings
by Adams (in press). In this study, Adams demonstrated
that the strong correlation across observers between light-
priors used for visual search and shape judgments
(Adams, 2007) is reduced when the head is tilted. Results
showed that visual search with shaded stimuli is entirely
retinally based and unaffected by head tilt. However,
performance in a shape judgment task was affected by
head tilt; the assumed light-source was somewhere between
retinally and gravitationally based “up.” Evaluation of
these previous findings together with the present results
suggests that in a search task the visual system uses a
“quick and dirty” strategy to compute shape, whereas in a
shape judgment task, the measured light-prior reflects
additional processing which takes into account head tilt
and also recent experience with the world.
In summary, we found evidence for the modification of
the light-from-above prior in a shape judgment task but
not in a visual search task. In addition, we found evidence
for the modification of the convexity prior in the visual
search task. Taking these findings in conjunction with
previously reported evidence we propose that the pre-
attentive feature driving visual search with shaded stimuli
is 3D shape, and that the convexity prior, but not the light-
from-above prior may be modified at a preattentive stage
of processing. It appears that the convexity prior is more
flexible and easily modified than the light-from-above
prior, a robust strategy for a visual system living in a
world where the predominance of convex items is less
ubiquitous than the occurrence of top-lighting.
Appendix A
For the shape task, observers’ data (proportion convex
as a function of shading gradient orientation, Figure 3A)
were modelled using two cumulative Gaussians:
pðconvexðEÞÞ ¼ 1þ CumulGaussðE; ½22;AÞ
jCumulGaussðE; ½21;AÞ; ðA1Þ
where CumulGauss(E, [2, A]) is the cumulative function
(integral from jV to E) of the Gaussian distribution with
mean 2 and standard deviation A. 21, 22, and A were free
parameters fit individually for each observer. The two
Gaussians have equal standard deviation and their means
correspond to the orientations at which perception
changed from convex to concave or vice versa; the
transition orientations. The light-prior was taken as the
mean of the two transition orientations.
For the visual search task, observers’ data (perf score as
a function of distracter orientation, Figure 4A) were fit
with a simple function consisting of two sine waves plus a
constant:
perfðEÞ ¼ a cosð2ðEj!ÞÞ þ b cosðEj!Þ þ c: ðA2Þ
The two amplitudes (a and b), the constant (c), and the
phase (!) were fit as free parameters, individually, for
each observer. The first component of the function has
two peaks and corresponds to the better performance at
vertical relative to horizontal orientations. The second
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single-peaked component corresponds to the asymmetry
in performance between convex and concave distracters.
The phase (!, the peak in performance) gives the
observer’s light-prior.
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